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INTRODUCTION

The history of antineutron counter experiments below 1 GeV/e is rather
short. Several measurements of the charge exchange total and differential
cross-sections have been reported.•*• In addition there have been a few low
statistics attempts to measure the (np) transmission and annihilation cross-

* Work performed under the auspices of the U,S, Department of Energy.
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sections.2 In 1981 at BNL, AGS Experiment 767 was proposed^ to simultane-
ously measure both the annihilation and the transmission cross-sections
for np. The data were taken during the winter and spring of 1984 and very
preliminary results were reported at Durham1^ in July 1984. The results
presented here represent a significantly more complete data analysis but
some sources of systematic error are still under investigation, and as
such only relative cross-sections will be quoted which should still be re-
garded as preliminary to some degree.

AGS 767

The detector layout for AGS 767 is shown in Figure 1. It consists of
three principle parts. First the AGS Low Energy Separated Beam II (LESB
II) is focused on a stack of twenty - 1/4" scintillatcrs, designated the
Source. It is designed to range the p's in the beam, producing n's in
flight via charge exchange. This scintillator stack is surrounded by a
veto box containing three layers of lead-scintillator sandwich for the
purpose of vetoing any p annihilation in the Source.

Approximately one and a half meters downstream of the Source there is
a 60X, cylindrical liquid hydrogen target 50 cm long and 40 cm in diameter.
This target is surrounded by 12 "barrel slat" scintillators each one meter
long and viewed on either end by photomultiplier tubes. Outside of these
scintillators are a sequence of drift chambers, designed to determine the
vertex of the charged particles emanating from any np annihilation in the
liquid hydrogen. The total efficiency for vertex reconstruction per annihi-
lation is estimated at 40/5 including geometry, chamber efficiency, and
final state charged particle type, multiplicity, and momentum distributions.

A calorimeter is located dirctly downstream of the target and consists
of 12 modules each containing perpendicular sets of scintillator hodoscopes,
and perpendicular 1.27 cm diameter drift tubes coupled by two's for data
read out. A 2.54 cm aluminum absorber is included in all but the first
three modules.

From the frequency of np annihilations as a function of momentum as
determined by time-of-flight between the last Source scintillator to fire
and the reconstructed vertex; and from the n flux as a function of momen-
tum passing through the liquid hydrogen target as estimated by the Calo-
rimeter, one can calculate the annihilation cross-section. During AGS
767 two types of data runs were made. "Target-Full" with liquid hydrogen
in the target vessel and "Target Empty" with room temperature hydrogen gas
in the target vessel. In principle one should use the Target-Full vertex
data to obtain the number of rip annihilations, and the Target-Empty data
to measure the n flux. Figure 2 shows the cross-section in arbitrary units
in this way.

From these data we conclude that the momentum dependence of the np
annihilation cross-section behaves in the same manner as the pp cross-
section at higher momenta, fitting a form o a = K(l*l/p) where p is the
momentum in GeV/c and for pp, K = 35. We are not yet ready to quote the
value of K for np. Further, at the level of 2 standard deviations we can
limit the existance of narrow resonances consistant with our time-of-flight
resolution, to less than 75 mb MeV. Further , Figure 3 shows the trans-
mission cross-section Calorimeter Target-Full and Target-Empty data, and
arbitrarily normalized to the cross-section of Figure 2 between 400 and
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500 MeV/c. There is a clear discrepancy between the general behavior of
this transmission cross-section, and the vertex determined annihilation
cross-section. The transmission cross-section is considerably flatter
fitting something like at = A(3+l/p). No correction is made for the for-
ward elastic scattering component that remains within the Calorimeter's
acceptance. A formidable Monte Carlo investigation is proceeding to
calculate the various efficiencies and acceptances involved, and until
that analysis is complete, one must use caution in interpreting the results
presented here.

AGS 795

During the sping of 1985 a novel attempt will be made to measure the
value of (3aa below 1 MeV lab kinetic energy in AGS.5 Figure 4 shows the
apparatus set up in the LESB II. The incident p beam will be focused and
degraded to stop as near the center of the liquid hydrogen target as
possible. Each incident p will be individually tagged by time-of-flight
direction upon entering the target. A "prompt" (several nsec) detection
of annihilation products from the target will be used to veto the trigger.
Annihilations detected after the "prompt" veto has elapsed are assumed to
come from annihilations. Immediately downstream of the target is a one
m2 neutron detector. Charge exchange events can be uniquely tagged by the
detection of a late annihilation in the target coupled with a neutron
detected in the neutron counters. The most restricted subclass of events
will include those for which the time-of-flight and position measurements
directly satisfy the correct charge exchange kinematics. We anticipate
several thousand such events which may allow a determination of |3cra in
four 250 KeV bins directly above the threshold. However, in analogy with
the Fermi-Age measurement" one can determine the integrated value for 3cra
around threshold by measuring the time dependence of n annihilation in the
target.

Figure 5 shows a Monte Carlo prediction for this time dependence for 2
values of gaa. These predictions are dependent upon the behavior of the
elastic scattering cross-section at these low momenta, but several extreme
models show that this dependence is relatively small.

AGS 767'

In order to improve the systematics as well as the statistics, we are
considering submitting a proposal to remeasure the annihilation cross-
section between 100 and 500 MeV/c with the apparatus set up shown in
Figure 6. The neutron counter will be used to kinematicaliy tag each
charge exchange in the two-arm configuration shown. Further, the scintil-
lator Source would be replaced with a segmented liquid hydrogen Source
yielding pure pp charge exchange with no carbon contamination and a factor
of 5 increase in rate for the same incident p flux.
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WHY n's?

Before considering the possibilities of n physics at LEAR in the_"AC0L
era" some comments are in order concerning the arguments for doing n
physics. Perhaps the most important point is that since the pp system is
an add-mixture of two isospin states, ultimately the pure isospin pn or
rip system will have to be measured in detail to understand the_NN inter-
action completely. The lack of neutron targets implies doing pn measure-
ments with deuteron targets and the associated complication of correcting
for the "spectator" proton. Even if the proton momentum can be measured,
interpretation difficulties can arise as_has been the case in earlier
deuteron bubble chamber analyses.? The np experiments have no such
limitations but do have the problems associated with reduced fluxes com-
pared to available p fluxes at LEAR, and with the difficulties associated
with neutral particle "tracking".

Antineutrons also hold the promise of producing a polarized antinucleon
probe. There have been recent predictions of large polarization transfers
in the charge exchange of incident unpolarized p's on a polarized proton
target.& These predictions are based largely on the long range one-boson-
exchange potentials and as such are considered to be on relatively firm
ground. Verification of these predictions should be given high priority
because polarized n's could then be used to map out the spin dependence
in NN interactions as well as be used as a spin dependent probe in
N-nucleus interactions with no coulomb complications.

+Work supported in part by: U. S. D0E-A-S05-76ER0, U. S. D0E-A-S05-
81ER40032, and U. S. NSF PHY 82-19518
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